
ON OPERATOR COMMUTATORS

DAVID C. KLEINECKE

The following conjecture is originally due to Kaplansky:

(1) Suppose A and T are elements of a Banach algebra and suppose

Q is the commutator of A and T,

Q = AT - TA.

Further, if Q commutes with A,

QA = AQ,

then Q is quasi-nilpotent, that is,

lim ||C2"i|1/n = 0.
n—»w

This conjecture is cited in a Hilbert space context by Halmos [l]

and, more recently, by Putnam [2], again for Hilbert space.

In this note we will prove this conjecture as it stands above. In

fact, it is an easy corollary of the more general algebraic theorem (2)

formulated below.

(2) Suppose operator A on a ring is a derivation operator, that is,

A(AB) = A-AB + AA-B

and suppose T is such that

A2T = 0.

Then

A"(Tn) = nl(AT)\

Proof of (1) by using (2). Let A be the operator on the Banach

algebra defined by

AX = AX - XA.

It is easy to see that A is a derivation and A2jT = 0 so that (2) applies.

Further, since

||ax|| = \\AX - XA\\ < 2\\A\\-\\X\\,

A is a bounded operator with norm <2||j4||.

Now by (2)
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A"(T")
Qn = (ait = —-1

ra!

so that

[|e.||r;Nl--l|r|h:.2-m|h|lr|h
ra! ra!

From this follows that

lim HO"!!17" - 0,

i.e. Q is quasi-nilpotent.

Proof of (2). Both the formulation of (2) and the proof given be-

low are due to suggestions of the referee.

The proof is by induction. The theorem is obvious for ra = l. As-

sume that

A„-i(j»-i) = (w _ i)!(ir)->.

Then, differentiating, An(7'n_1)=0. From this follows, by Leibnitz's

rule,

A"(7") = A^T-T"-1) = }2[ n. jA'T■ A'-^T"-1)

= r-A-HT"-1) + n-ATA"-1^"-1)

= n-AT-(n - l)l(Ar)"-1

= n\(AT)".
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